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AWeber Tags Reference 

Woocommerce Product Tags 

CURRENT 

ALL Products: customer, product-email 

• The customer and product-email tags above get assigned to all customers 
being subscribed for all online product purchases, IF the customer ticks the 
‘Subscribe’ box on checkout. 

• The product-email tag is added by Woocommerce Aweber plugin and 
triggers an email campaign with the universal product info email (only 1 
email in the campaign) which has links to further product information on the 
website. Gets auto-removed when the campaign is complete. 

Life Force Energy Cocoon + Vitalising Spray: cocoon 

• Triggers the universal product info email (only 1 email in the campaign) 
which has links to further product information on the website. 

Transition State Elements 30ml, Transition State Elements 5ml Vials: tse 

Quantum Loop: ql 

Body Cream: cream 

Life Force Energy Pendants: pendant 

Vitalising Mister, Vitalising Spray: spray-mister 

WSU Rentals: wsu-rental-no-fb, wsu-rental-no-fb-complete 

OLD 

ALL Products: product-support-complete 

• The product-support-complete tag was being applied by our AWeber 
campaign automation once a product support email campaign completed. 
This tag is no longer being used as of 15.01.22. 

WSU Rentals: wsu-rental, wsu-rental-completed 

• The wsu-rental tag was being applied by our AWeber Woocommerce 
plugin when someone rented a WSU. This triggered the original 
comprehensive email campaign. 

• The  wsu-rental-completed tag was being applied by AWeber automation 
whenever someone completed the original comprehensive email campaign. 

WSU Hosting/Loaner Tags 

staff: Orynoco staff for list monitoring purposes 

loaner: had a WSU on loan. 

therapist: a therapist partnering with Orynoco, may not be on our map/listing page. 
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host: an individual who has a WSU for hosting purposes and who will be on our map/listing 
page unless they are also a therapist that has requested not to be. 

researcher: has been given a WSU to condusct some type of testing research and report 
results to help Orynoco improve the product. 

 

Other Tags 

subscriber: should be applied to all persons signing up, need to check as signups from 
popups not assigning this. 

newsletter: assigned automatically to anyone subscribing via the signup page on the 
Orynoco website. 

welcome-campaign: this is a default tag used by AWeber whenever a welcome campaign is 

setup using their wizard. This tag is not currently in use. 

prelaunch: was used for the prelaunch list signup, no longer in use. 

welcomed: this is a default tag used by AWeber whenever a welcome campaign is setup 

using their wizard and it completes. This tag is not currently in use. 

wsu-temp: this is an internal use tag for testing and other purposes and should not be used. 

temp: this is an internal use tag for testing and other purposes and should not be used. 

temp2: this is an internal use tag for testing and other purposes and should not be used. 

 

 


